Unbinding of a double-stranded DNA reduces to an unscreened long range interaction and maps on various problems.
Thermal unbinding (melting, coiling, denaturation) of a double-stranded DNA molecule is biologically important and physically unique. It yields a phase transition in a one-dimensional system. 1 The system is extraordinary long -the total length of a single mammalian DNA is 1.8m, it consists of ~5 billion nucleotide base pairs. Their sequence is related to genetic information, yet statistically it is close to a random one. 2 The fraction of unbound base pairs as a function of temperature ("the DNA melting curve") is proportional to DNA light absorption at about 260nm. DNA denaturation maps onto a variety of other problems: the binding transition of a polymer onto another polymer, a membrane, or an interface; 3 wetting in two dimensions; 4 depinning of a flux line from a columnar defect in type-II superconductors; 5 localization of a copolymer at a two-fluid interface. 6 DNA denaturation has been extensively studied for nearly four decades. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Yet, some features of this transition were overlooked. Start with its physics and model. DNA nucleotide base pairs (adenine -thymine AT, guanine -cytosine GC) are large ("mesoscopic") organic molecules. Their unbinding releases few thousand degrees of freedom. The corresponding entropy is sk B per site 7 (k B is the Boltzmann constant, s ~ 10). So, while the binding (hydrogen) energy of DNA strands is ~ 3000 o K, DNA melts at a relatively low room temperature (~ 300 o K), i.e. in the vicinity of the ground state. The Poland-Scheraga model 1 of DNA melting introduces the fusible AT and refractory binding energies E 1 = -sk B T 1 and E 2 = -sk B T 2 correspondingly (T 1 < T 2 ), the boundary energy J per bound segment (J ~ 3000 o K accounts for an incomplete unbinding at the boundaries), and the loop entropy -ck B lnL per an unbound segment (L is the total number of nucleotide pairs there). The value of the constant c may vary 1,7,10-12 from 1.5 to slightly higher than 2. Thus, at the temperature T, PolandScheraga Hamiltonian Lx E l of the adjacent bound and melted segments is related to the length l and the GC concentration x in the former and to the length L in the latter. Calculated from the energy -sk B T per site of a completely melted DNA (T is the temperature),
1 ∆ where x is the AT concentration at an entire DNA. Parameters T K 310 , ∆T ~ 40K depend on the DNA solution. 7 Start with the well known case of a homopolymer.
1, 3, 7, 8 There x x = , the last term in Eq. (1) is missing, and
l describes an ideal gas of bound and unbound segment pairs ( , ).
It relates the free energy f per site to the normalization condition for the Gibbs probability p lL of given l and L:
When φ << exp(-J/k B T), Eqs. (1,2) yield
Consistent with the Landau-Peierls theorem for the Hamiltonian (1), when c 1 > 1, Eq. (3a) yields phase transition. Then, by Eq. (2), φ ≡ 0 does not allow for any excitations of a completely melted polymer. This is specific for the Hamiltonian which depends on lnL only -when L = ∞, any excitation would imply infinite energy increase. Dependence on lnL yields other unusual implications also. Transition is non-universal -its critical indexes depend on c 1 . Immediately below the critical temperature 1,3,7,8 T c , , and its very close proximity to the ground state melting temperature T. Once the free energy (3) is known, the Gibbs probability (2) allows one to calculate any thermodynamic averages and fluctuations. The average (denoted by a bar) relative number ω = l / L of the melted sites, which is measured via light absorption, the average length L of a melted segment, and their relative mean squared fluctuations
, << lnL, when c 1 < 1 and L → ∞. Consider heterogeneous DNA. When temperature increases from T to T T, + δ the Poland-Scheraga Hamiltonian (1) complements the energy increase of an "average" bounded segment (the first three terms) with the energy decrease of a refractory bounded segment (the last term). I prove that in the vicinity of the DNA melting temperature, the last term may be replaced with its thermodynamic average for given lengths of the successive bound and unbound segments. (Such replacement is equivalent to an unusual mean field approximation, which becomes accurate at the phase transition and which technically reduces to a constrained summation in the partition function). The resulting Hamiltonian describes a homopolymer with the renormalized loop entropy. The renormalization, and thus the phase transition singularity it determines, are non-universal and depend on the DNA parameters. 
In fact, large J/k B T ~ T/∆T ~ s ~ 10 allow for Eq. (5a) already slightly above T. Equation (1), complemented with the unusual mean field approximation (5a) for x, yield the renormalized Hamiltonian E * (l,L), which depends on the variables l and L only. In the leading (in l/L << 1) approximation it equals E * (l,L) = slk B δT + J + ck B TlnL -sk B D∆T 2llnL .
The last refractory term accounts for the thermodynamic average of x for given values of l, , L x and ∆T in the Poland-Scheraga model for a heteropolymer. The Hamiltonian describes a "renormalized" homopolymer, and Eq. (2), where E(l,L) is replaced with E * (l,L), yields its exact free energy. The competition in Eq. (5) of the energy increase and decrease, correspondingly in the "average" first and last "refractory" terms, yields a high and relatively narrow E * (l,L) minimum at the ground state l = l m = 0.5(D∆T/δT) 2 lnL (which is indeed ∝ lnL as stated earlier). The expansion of E * (l,L) in l-l m non-universally decreases the factor c in the loop entropy by s(D∆T) 2 /2TδT, and Eq. (2), with E replaced with the expanded E * , after a straightforward calculation, yields
Note that the left hand side of Eq. (6) 
Note that, by Eq. (8) 
Consider the implications of Eqs. In the approximation of Eq. (6), the probability density P L of a given L is
exponentially increases to L~ 10 40 at the crossover. Thus, even in a solution with ~ 10 22 DNA nucleotide base pairs, all DNA molecules completely unbind in the interval (9b). So, at a small, yet matroscopic distance ~ 0.01K from T c , the effective long range interaction exceeds any macroscopic size of the system. The system can no more be divided into weakly interacting subsystems, thus the Gibbs distribution is invalid. The fraction of bounded sites is correspondingly small there, and the observably quantity is the temperature of complete melting of a finite DNA. If its length is N, then L N = at the temperature T N , when
The mean fluctuation Below T DNA is mostly bounded, and only anomalously fusible segments melt. Their probability yields the equation which replaces Eq. (5). Their melting proceeds in an entire interval ∆T. Until sufficiently high temperatures the number of segments, which melt nearly simultaneously, becomes large, the DNA melting curve exhibits their successive melting. It is explicitly seen in experiments. 3/4 nonuniversality of the giant critical index in Eq. (9a) may be studied (e.g., via its dependence on ∆T, which changes together with the concentration of solvents in DNA solution 7 ). Presented theory may be numerically tested. Once the ground state is accurately determined analytically [8] , computer simulations allow for the study of its fluctuations.
The approach is applicable to other problems also. To summarize. DNA unbinding with temperature proceeds from piecewise melting of fusible domains, to essential singularity, to giant (~ 1/θ * > 100) order phase transition. The latter may be observed when the AT or GC concentration is between 0.03 and 0.03(lnN) 3/4 , where N is the total number of nucleotide pairs. In the vicinity of complete melting the Gibbs distribution is invalidated.
